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INTRODUCTION

Fault studies on a system basis consist of determining the short 
circuit capability at each bus of a given power network<> These studies 
are usually obtained on DC or AG network, analyzers<> In general, there 
are two types of fault studies that a modern electric utility company 
conducts periodically?

Id Fault studies to determine relay settings and protective 
equipment coordination,,

2o Studies to determine circuit breaker and other switching 
equipment duties0 

Both types of studies usually deal with three-phase short-circuits*
For f ault studies used to determine relay settings maximum and minimum 
fault conditions are calculated in two separate sets of studies taking 
into account maximum and minimum generation and intra-system connections 
respectively* Single phase to ground and double phase to ground fault 
studies are rarely made due to the large amount of work necessary to 
prepare symmetrical component impedance diagrams for these types of 
faults and lack of capacity of existing network analyzers0

The determination of faults on the DC or AC analyzer is, of course, 
carried out by measurement on a model basis of the system* Faults are 
applied on each bus in succession and readings of current and voltage at 
the bus and contribution from adjacent busses are recorded* This re
quires laborious work, accurate reading of instruments, careful checking



engaging the services of various engineers and board operators« Making 
such studies is costly and time-consuming<>

With the recent development of digital computers it is firmly be
lieved that the engineer can perform system analysis studies for as 
many conditions as are desired, for all types of faults, in as much 
detail as required for the different purposes of the studies and with 
a minimum of engineering man-hours„ Once-a general program for the 
calculation of faults has been developed and coded for digital com
puter processing, modifications of this program to meet specific require
ments are obtained without great difficultyo

System fault studies on digital computers are made to obtain the 
same results that are now measuredon .network analyzers and as much 
other data as is considered practical which is not usually available 
from network analyzer studies<>

v : - y,- ■■ - ' . . '
Since digital computer studies in general are very mtich in the 

research and experimental stage, an analysis of the problem to be 
solved is essential,, ’ '

A general program bised dn one method of solution as . determined 
from the analysis of the study Is designed for processing on the 
digital computer TOI7AG (Universal Automatic Computer - Remington Rand 
Corporation)o

The usual assumptioiie that are made in performing system fault 
studies on AG and DC analyzers or by hand computation also are 
applied on studies made on digital computers, namely a



All generated voltages are held equal and in phase at 
the instant of fault»
The resistance components of generators and trans
formers are neglected and lumped reactance values are 
usedo
The load currents of the system at the time of fault 
are neglectedo
The transmission line shunt admittances are neglectedo 
All transformer turn ratios are assumed to be on a 
nominal 1:1 ratio»
For studies made to determine relay settings, the 
transient reactance of generators is used, and for 
studies made to determine circuit breaker duties 
the subtransient reactance of generators, synchronous 
condensers and motors are usedo



I. AMALTSIS OF SYSTEM FAULT STUDIES:

The application of any power network study on digital computer re- 
quires as complete am analysis of the problem as practical 0 The analysis 
is made to determine the conditions and requirements of the problem and 
the nature of the method or methods of seluti©m0 An accurate analysis 
of a given problem defines the problem and sets forth the basis for all 
digital eompmtatioBo If., one.method of solution is availables its analy
sis is directed to define and break down this method in logical sequence 
of operations» If more than one method is available, each method is 
analyzed separately as above and in addition comparisons and choice of 
method results for application on a given digital computer<>

For the calculation of fault impedances and fault currents a great 
deal of time is devoted to the analysis of the methods available for the 
solution of this type of study with a view to arriving at a proper appli
cation on the digital computer UNIVACo Since the size and complexity of 
fault studies vary considerably, it is expected that a careful analysis 
of this problem will indicate the proper application of each method on 
the same computer„ The analysis of fault studies will be directed at 
the solution of 3-j0 short circuits under sub-transient and transient 
conditions for the application of circuit breakers capability and relay 
settings, respectively,, All impedances are positive sequence impedances 0 
This analysis cam be extended to cover other types of faults which re
quire the use of negative and zero sequence impedances by setting up 
separate studies for the other two types of symmetrical component



impedanceso The three stmdies could then be combined to obtain the total 
fault impedances for phase-to-gromd and double-phase-t©~groumd faults 0

The main objective of the analysis of system fault study will be to 
determine the following::

1) The best method available to be applied for the solution 
of the problem that will fit the computer characteristics0

2) The input data necessary to solve the problem and the
output data that is required of the study<>

In item one above, three methods of computation based on the two 
Kirchhoff‘s laws are discussed for application on digital computers«
The three methods are:

1) the mesh method by matrix algebra
2) the node method by matrix algebra
3) the node method by iteration process=
Prom this analysis the choice of method for the solution of a parti= 

cular size of power system is made based on the capabilities of the com
puter on which the problem is to be processed*



3
lol THE MESH METHOD

lolel Mesh Equations of a Faulted Network
The basis ©f the mesh method of formulatimg eqaations describimg 

the performance of any network is the well known Kirchheff *s voltage law* 
This law states that the summation of voltage drops in a closed loop 
equals the summation of voltage rises„ Symbolically,

£ Z I  -  ' £ E  ( l o l o l )

For the purpose of applying this principle to an actual power sys
tem ind for ease of reference9 a single line diagram of a simple 69 kv 
subtransmission network is presented in Figo ( l o l o l )

F i g o  ( l o l o l )

In Figo ( l o l o l )  the generator impedance to infinite bus has been 
lumped with the step-up transformer impedance.,. The directions of mesh 
and the branch currents 1̂ 2» % 3# 2̂3 ar@ ehoseno



k

Figo (1<>1«2) skews the generator eonnections to a common ims, which 
shall be known as the reference bus0

Fig* (1*1*2) represents the unfaulted network with all generators 
referred to a common bus0 Mesh Mg in the direction shown is again arbi
trarily chosen*

The next step is to apply a 3-phase fault at Bus 1 which consists 
of connecting Bus 1 to the neutral when the network is. represented as 
it is here on a per phase basis* Figure (1*1*3) shows this condition*

. Fig* (1*1*2)

Fig, (1*1*3)



The short circuit at Bms 1 M s  formed a new mesh with its corres
ponding mesh current Using Kirchheff * s voltage law the equations
of performance of the network can now be set up in mesh forms

Mfl* %fl (sol) + IM2 (zoi) - E (1»102)
M1 5 %i ( z12 ^ z13 ^ z23 ) “ IM2 z13 * 0 (lolo3)
1 2 : % 2  ( z 0 l  /  z 0 3  ^  = 1 3  >  -  & i  = 1 3  =  0  ( l o l o i l )

The solution of these three equations yields the fault current at Bus 1 
and the mesh currents and l^o In order to solve for the branch 
currents caused by short-circuiting Bus 1 the branch currents must be 
related to the mesh currents according to Hg* (1*1*3) - $

Table (Idol) 

i01 " IM2 ^ Ii'5fl 

103 “

X12 = IEL 

X13 “ IM1 ” jIM2
i St I23 EL

where i^, i^ 1̂ 3 * branch currents
3^ and = mesh currents

= mesh current due to fault at Bus 1



Iolo2 Matrix Analysis of a Faulted Network
Gabriel Kron ̂  has shorn that in any network the branch currents 

are related to the mesh currents by a transformation matrix Cs such that:

~ branch “ ” ° ~ mesh (1.1,2)
Where s I = branch current matrix— branch

G = transformation matrix
I = mesh currents matrix— mesh

This transformation matrix is essentially a connection matrix 
representing the flow of branch currents in a network according to 
arbitrarily fixed mesh directions0 Once this matrix has been formed,, 
the equations of performance of the network in terms of its coefficients 
(impedances) can be set-up automatically in matrix form and solved en
tirely by matrix algebra. For large networks the automatic features of 
this method can be readily appreciated when it is realised that for a 
typical system of fifty busses having, say, 30 meshes, a fault at any 
one bus would require setting up 31 mesh equations.

For the simplified system in Figure 1,1,1, the connection matrix 
for a fault at Bus 1 relating the branch currents to the mesh currents 
as shown in Table 1,1,6 is as follows:

1 1 G, Kron, Tensor Analysis of letworks, John Wiley & Sons,
lew York, 1939, p, 101,
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Mfl m2
b01 1 0 1
% 3 0 0 1
b12 0 1 0
b13 0 1 -1
b23 0 1 0

Iheres bQ^s b0 ô * branch from Bus "0" to Bus ls etc*

= mesh due to fault at Bus 1 as shown if Fig. 1.1.3

and M =' network meshes 1 and 2 as shown in Fig.1.1.3

Having formed matrix G? the .next step is to set up the impedances 
appearing in the performance equations 1.1.2 9 1.1.3 s 1»1»& is an 
impedance matrix according to Kron1s matrix equation

% = o . % a o (1.1.7)
The proof of this equation is given by Le Gorbeiller- in clear and

rigorous form and need not be repeated here.
As required by equation l.l.lj. s three matrices are involveds 

C the connection matrix of the network 
the transpose of the connection matrix

I the branch impedance matrix of the network
Interchanging the rows with the columns of matrix Gs the trans

pose matrix C for the network of Fig.1.1.3 is?"

OP. Le Corbeillers Matrix Analysis of Electric Networks3 
Harvard University Press, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. pages 3h'=‘k3°



%

b01 b03 b12 bi3 b23OH 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 i 1
i 1 0 *=*1 0

( l o l o # )

The-branch impedance matrix of the simplified network of Fig* l0lo3 
is as followss

b01 b03 b12 b!3 b23
b01 Z01 0 0 0 0

b03 0 z03 0 0 0

b12 0 0 Z12 0 0

*13 0 0 0 Z13 0
b23 0 0 0 0 z23

(l=lo9)

To perform the matrix operation Ĉ. 0 a ° 0 it is necessary to 
multiply matrix Ĉ. by matrix z and the resultant product matrix "by 
matrix C according to the following matrix multiplication rules

Let the multiplier matrix be of order m x n then the multiplicand
matrix must be of order n x pa such that (m x n) ° (n x p) - (m x p)»

Multiplying ° a ° 0 it is:
(3 x 5)0 (5 x 5) ° (*? x 3) = (3 x 3)  ̂ (5 x3) = (3 x 3)

b01 b03 b12 b13 b23
Mfl Z01 0 0 0 0

° E = M1 0 0 Z12 “13 Z?3
m2 Z§1 z03 0 ■*13 0

(1,1,10)



The mesh current and voltage matrices are simplys

. Mfi IMfl K f l E
=  % T m II 0

m2 1K2 Mg ©

(ioioi2) (1,1,13)

Setting up Kirchhoff1 s voltage law in matrix form it is: 

2 0 I = E
xfl % m2

Mfl Z01 0 Z01 Mfl IMfl & 1 E
M1 ‘: 0 l2+Z13+ Z23 ”Z13 o ^l 0

M2 z01 “*13 z01* V  gl3 M2 1M2 Mg 0
(lololU)

If matrix 2 is multiplied by matrix I the result will be 
equations 1,1,2, 1,1,3, and 1,1,.4 describing the performance of the 
network in Fig, 1,1,3 with a three phase short circuit at Bus 1,



10
The mesh currents can then he solved by applying Ohm* s law 

in matrix forms

1 = Z I (l<,lol5) from Tstoichj,- mesh - — mesh

I = Z"1 o. E i (I0I0I6)— mesh ~ “ mesh
Equation 1*1*16 requires the inversion of matrix Z which is 

obtained by conventional methods*
To solve for the individual branch currents it will be recalled 

that equation 1*1*17 relates branch current to mesh currents by:

I = 0 * I (I*!*!?) from which,— branch “ “ mesh

I » C o Z"1 » E (1*1*18)- branch ” ~ mesh

which gives the distribution of fault currents throughout the network* 
With the aid of Kron's matrix equation Z = ® C , it has been

shown how the mesh equations can be set up automatically through a 
connection matrix 0* Having formed matrix Z3 it indicates how the mesh 
and branch currents of the faulted network may be obtained by matrix 
algebra* • ,

The calculation of a three phase fault at any one bus can thus be 
generalized in the following sequence of operations:

l) Preparation of a one line diagram of the system showing all 
generators and sources connected to a reference bus through 
their respective impedances to infinite bus, including arbi*=



trary mesh and branch current directions«
2) Preparation of branch impedance matrix z of the networko
3) Preparation of the connection matrix 05 of the network,
W  Calculation of matrix 2 from equation (l0l07)°
5) Inversion of matrix Z»
6) Matrix calculation of mesh and branch fault currents.
Items 1 and 2 of above must be prepared by hand. Item 3 can be

prepared by hand or by the digital computer with a suitable program. 
Items it through 6 are handled entirely and automatically by the high . 
speed computer.
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1*1*3 Fault Calculations at Every Bms of a Given System

The equations developed in Part 1*1*1 and 1*1*2 for the ealeulatiom 
of a three-phase fault at any one bus earn mour be extended to include the 
calculation of the same type of fault at all other busses *

With reference to Fig* (1*1*2), applying a short circuit at Bus. 2 
and redrawing the network to show this condition as follows s

f2.
12
01

01

(i*io5)

.The equations according t© Kirchhoff1s voltage law are as follows s
Mf2; (z01 * z12) Im 2  + z12 %  * Z01 ^  “ E (1*1*19).

Ml : (z12 +' z13 +' z23̂  %  " z13 ^  = 0 (loloSO)

(z01 •5' z03 + 213) ̂  ~ z13 = 0 (1*1*21)
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and the relation of branch currents to mesh currents is

Table (1*1.2)

i01 = IMf 2 * IM2
i = * T
X03 ME
x s® T + T12 Mf2 EL 

X13 * XM1 ” IM2

123 “ ■ IKL

Similarlys for a fault at Bus 3 redrawing Fig. (1.1.2)t

Fxg,. (1.1.6)
The mesh equations for this fault are:

Hf3° “z03 IW 3  * z©3 IM2. = E
M1 s (z12 ̂ z13 + 223̂  IM1 " z13 IME " 0

H2 * ẑ01 * z©3 * Z13̂  XME “ z13 " V  = 0

given by:

(1.1. 2E) 
(1.1.23) 
(1.1.2k)



Ik

ands finallyj, relating branch currents to mesh currents
Table (lel03)

& 1
-’m

Analysis of the three sets of mesh equations describing the three 
successive faults at Bus ls 29 and 3 respectively, and of Tables l0lels 
lbio2 and 101»3, reveals the following:

lo The equations for the closed meshes remain fixed as each 
bus is faulted in turn 

2» The equation around the fault mesh varies for each fault 
and is a function of the path taken.

Therefore, it may be concluded that once the meshes of the network 
have been selected and directions established, the corresponding mesh 
currents always thread the same branch currents in an arbitrary direc
tion, and need to be used only once for a given system. The meshes 
caused by faulting each bus at a time vary from bus fault to bus fault, 
each being a separate mesh threading those branch currents encountered 
in the path from the reference, bus to the point of fault and must be set 
up for each faulted bus,

let = the number of meshes caused by short-circuiting one bus
at a time

= the number of fixed meshes of the network 
Hq. = the number of generators or sources of the network
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them;

0,|, = Ijj t (Nq -1) = the total number of fixed meshes of the system,,
and;

where is any bus being faulted with k varying from 1 to N or the total 
number of busses in the fault study 0 Heaee, for a given system there are 
as many fault meshes as the number of busses capability of which is desired, 
and as many fixed meshes as there are loops plus generators or sources 
minus ©ne0

Since the connection matrix C relates in any network the branches to 
the meshes, for each branch there corresponds a row of G matrix, for each 
mesh a column of matrix 0o Thus matrix C contains as many rows as there 
are branches and as many columns as there are meshes fixed or variable a 
The order of the connection matrix is then:

< V  = (Hfk ♦ V  ■
where * number of branches of the network.

The connection matrix of Fig. (lolol) when the fault capability at 
each bus is required is as follows s:

%  - 5> «fk --3 » - i * 2-1 - 2
or a 5 % 5 matrix number of rows = 5

number of columns = 5

For a practical computation the original network need only be re
drawn once as shown in Fig. (1*1*2)* Following any convenient path 
(preferably the shortest to obtain as many zero elements of the matrix 
as possible) from the reference bus to the bus being faulted considering



the sign t© be pirns when geing in the same direction as the branch arrow 
and negative when going against the direction of this arrow*

For the system of Fig» (1.1*2) the connection matrix C when all 
busses are short-circuited (one at a time) is finallyt

Mfl=Bl 1%2“% %3~b3 % M2

b01 1 1 0 0 1
b03 0 0 • =1 .0 1
b12 0 1 0 1 0
b13 0 0 0 1 -1
b23 0 : 0 0 L _ ---- L---- 1 0

Matrix G as indicated here is formed by inspection after preparing 
a diagram of the system of type shown in Fig* (1*1.2). For small systems 
this is easily donei9 Howevers for large networks it may become involved*
Jk program to have the digital computer form the connection matrix from 
the impedance diagram could be designed without great difficulty - possibly 
by addi% to the numbering of the branches extra digits that would tie 
them to the reference bus together with a digit to keep track of the sign* 
In any case whether the connection matrix is prepared manually or by the 
machine j, this matrix and the branch impedance matrix of the network are 
the only input data,that are necessary for the calculation of system 
faults on digital computers <, After storing these two matrices in the 
memory of the computer the computation is completely automatic and per
formed by matrix algebra throughout*
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fhe impedance matrix ©f the network of Fig, (1*1*1) remains the 

same as shown earlier since it represents the original network* fhe 
transpose of the connection matrix is easily obtained by interchanging 
the rows with the columns of matrix Cs such thati

b01 b03 b12 b13 b23
% 1 0 0 0 0

1 Q 1 0 0

B3 0 -1 0 0 0
“l- 0 0 1 1 1
M2 1 1 0 -1 0

(lolo26)

and the mesh matrix Z is obtained in the same manner as in Part (1*1*2-) 
from Equation (1*1*7)*

% b2 - b3 Mg
B1 zoi Z01 0 0 “Z°l 1

B2 Z01 Z01 + Z12 0 -=12 "zoi

B3 0 0 z03 0 z©3

M1 © ~z12 . 1 0 z +s *z 23 12 13 13

H2 -=01 “Z01 Z03 13 Z *Z *Z01 03 13

(1.1*27)

lolojli Analysis of Matrix Z
Matrix Z represents the self and mutual impedances of the meshes of 

a given network. Each row and column of the matrix corresponds: to the 
coefficients of a mesh equation according to Kirehhoff‘s second law3 and



Eglates the branches of the network to their corresponding meshes0 
The matrix is symmetric and is subdivided into & submatrices: two
square submatrices and two rectangular submatrices of the form:

' Sl £■2

-3 %
(1.1*28)

Ihere from matrix equation (l=l<>27):

2,

b B2 ' .
201 Z01 0

II Z01 Z01 * *12 0 .

B3 0 0 z03
(1.1.29)

Submatrix represents the self and mutual impedances of the fault 
meshes for short-circuits at each bus in succession. The submatrix 
is symmetrical.

31

B.

© “201
"s12 =301
0 *03

(1.1.30)

Submatrix 2g is a rectangular matrix and represents the mutual 
impedances between the fault meshes and the loops of the network. 

Submatrix 2^ is the transpose of submatrix Zg.
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Submatrix Zĵ is a square matrix representing the self and mutual 
impedances ©f the loops or fixed meshes of the network0

% %
Hi V a13*Z23 ~Z13
m2 -Z13 ZQ1* z03* Z13

(1,1*31)

In part l0lo2 it was shown how the mesh currents could be obtained 
from the matrix equations

I . = Z-1 E ~ mesh — mesh (l0lo32)

-1where Z is the inverse of matrix Z0 However3 it must be realized that 
for large systems inversion of large complex matrices are required. Even 
for a simple system as the one shown in Fig, (1,1,1), a $ x 5 matrix 
would have to be inverted. To reduce the amount of time needed to solve 
matrix Z either by hand computation or by digital computer processing, 
it would be advantageous to apply a method of matrix reduction also de
veloped by From, This method consists of eliminating the closed loops 
of the network by submatrix operations,

The calculation of faults by hand methods usually involves elimin
ating the loops and retaining those nodes or busses of the system under 
short circuit one at a time. As a result, an equivalent network is 
obtained that represents the star of the system referred to a common 
neutral or reference bus. The fault current is then calculated by Ohm's 
law with a per-unit voltage as a base. To obtain the distribution of
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currents threughout -the system and the contribution to fault from the 
adjacent busses, the network is reconstructed reversing the process 
making use of current distribution factors * Exactly the same procedure 
is employed in applying the matrix reduction formula

Z> = Zx - z2 „ Ẑ -1 . z3 (1.1.33)

where Zf is the equivalent star impedanee of the network referred to 
a reference mode or bus* The procedure, however, when carried out on 
a digital computer is completely automatic through matrix algebra0 

The derivation of Equation (l»lo33) is given by both Eron^ and
he Gerbeiller and is presented here as it applies to the calculation
of short circuits» Also, use is made of some of the steps ©f the 
derivation to determine the branch currentso

.. In analyzing matrix Z_ it was found to represent the self and 
mutual impedances of the meshes of a given network and was also defined 
by equation (l0l,ol5) as .

E , — Z o I— mesh — = mesh

. In general, the meshes represented in matrix Z may be subdivided
into

1) meshes due to faulting each bus in succession
2) meshes that are fixed by the network connections and 

formed by the sources„

-kio Kron, op0 eito. Pages 2k2=‘2kk
^P0 le Gerbeiller, ©p0 eito. Pages 105=107



-If matrix represents the voltages impressed on the fault meshes 
and matrix Eg the voltages impressed on the loops of the network., it 
follows that matrix will represent the fault mesh currents and ma
trix Ig the loop currents of the networko

Writing equation lolol5 according to the ahove

E i . u & 0 £ 1 (l»l63it)
p s h

Multiplying the above matrices and equating.

I
F 18 LN. 0 h  ‘!‘ h 0 2.2 (lolo3$)

1 0 h. *  h < > h
(lolo36)

Eliminating Eg

• i i (lolo37)

I z  - S 1 ( &  - S 3 ° ' h )
(lolo3B)

hut Eg = 0 for closed loops, therefore

Substituting$ 52 =-s1 0 2.3 0 il
&  - Si 0£1 ~'h 0 s 1

II Cl “Sz • 25l 0 z3

(lols39)

6  ° —i ( l o l » i t 0 )

( i » i o i a )

from which



where is the equivalent impedance to each fault or the star im= 
pedance matrix to fault of the networko

It is evident that the currents of the fixed meshes can be 
obtained from equation (lolo39) and the fault currents from equation 
(lololtl) o The combination of equations (l0lo39) and (lololi.O)s and 
the connection matrix^ would then yield the branch current s0

The advantage of applying the reduction formula instead of in
verting the whole of matrix Z is that only inversion of the loops of 
the network is required* Thus for the typical system of Figure (idol) 
instead of inverting the resulting 5 x 5  matrix to obtain the fault and 
fixed mesh currents, it is only necessary to invert matrix Ẑ  represent
ing the impedances of the two loops* This matrix is a 2 x 2  matrix*
This results in considerable saving of time even though two more matrix 
multiplications and one matrix subtraction are involved to calculate
matrix Z,8*«==$ .
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lolo5 Bus and Branch Fault Currents

The bus fault current for a three phase short circuit when all 
impedances are in Poho is calculated from the matrix equations;

Ihere is the inverse of a diagonal matrix made up of the 
diagonal elements of matrix Ẑ o The inverse of a diagonal matrix is 
merely the reciprocal of each of its elements0

To calculate the currents flowing in each branch for a fault at 
each bus in succession/ reference is made to equation (loloSSO which 
relates currents of the closed loops of the network to the currents of 
the fault mesheSo

Sj - - s f » %  ' i.3. (i-i-W

Rewriting this equation in a new forms

^  - -5;1 • S3 ° s S  U-1.W)
ittiere = the fault currents circulating in the fixed meshes 

of the networko In the previous discussion it was shown that the. branch 
and mesh currents are represented by matrix C as set up originally for
the networks hence it is necessary to form a new matrix that contains
both the fault mesh currents or bus fault currents and the fixed mesh 
current So This matrix is formed by merely grouping the bus fault 
current matrix of equation (lololj.3) and the fault mesh current matrix 
of equation ( l 0 l o i ; 5 )  above in the following arrangements



~!cksMF M.,
ikk (l.loW)

Having formed this matrix^ the branch currents may be calculated 
from the matrix equations

^  * V  *  tia°w)

Where: The fault branch current matrix each column of .
which represents the distribution of fault currents 
throughout the network due to a 3=0 fault at each 
of the busses of the system separately0 

In discussing the nodel method of solution it will be shown how 
the bus and branch fault currents may be calculated directly from 
matrix Zpo Howevers when applying the mesh method it will be much 
more advantageous to use equations (loloU3)s (lololi5)s and (idoltf) 
since part of the computation is already available in the form of 
matrix Z7^ ° 2L while matrix I,, must be calculated in both the mesh=u —3 -kk
and node methodo



lo2 . THE NODE METHOD BY MATRIX ALGEBRA 

lo2ol Node Eqaations For The Calculation Of Fault Impedances And Fault
Currents
The short circuit impedances and currents of a power network can 

also be obtained by arranging the original network in the following 
manners >

1) Disconnect all loads and capacitors to simplify the computation
2) Connect all generators and sources to a common bus 

through their respective impedances to infinite bus<>
3) Ground the common bus0
it) Apply a lo0 Polio current at the bus where the fault 

is to be calculated^
The calculation can proceed in the following orders

1) Calculate the voltages (referred to a common or reference 
bus) at the bus in question and at all other busses of 
the networko

2) Calculate the fault impedances by dividing the calculated 
voltages by the applied currents0

3) Calculate the fault current in each branch by making use
of the fault impedancess bus voltages and branch admittances 
of the networko

iO For the calculation of any other bus fault and the 
associated distribution of fault currents through-out 
the network, repeat the process starting with item k above0



To set up this circuit arrangement in equation form., we may use 
Kirchhoff® s first law or current law which states that the summation 
of currents toward a node or junction of the network equals zero* 

Expressed symbolicallys

' 0 (1-2°1)

Referring to Fig0 Idol s and redrawing the system in a new 
schematics

12

10

Figure lo2d showss
1) All sources or generating plants referred to a common node to

neutral denoted as the reference bus (Bus 0)
2) A. Io0 Polio current is applied at Bus 1
3) The reference bus or reference node is grounded
it) Eq3 E^oooE^ are node voltages; is the source current at 

Bus 1| i01, i »;o.i25. are branch currents and y01,
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are branch admittances in PoUo on a given base®

5) The direction of current flow is arbitrarily assumed to flow 
away from the node in question for. the branch currents and 
toward the node for the source current0

Applying Kirchhoff's law to Fig* 1,2«1 §s '•3
Mode Is = i^g * i12 * i ^  (Io2o2)

■- - yy-io + (E1 - y 712 * “ E3^13 .

" 710 E1 “ 710 E0 * 712 E1 “ yl2E2 * yl3 \  “ y13 S3

* (y1Q * yi2 yl3̂  E1 " yl0 E0 “ yl2 E2‘ " yl3 E3 

Let Jjq + y^g * y ^  - Y-l1 Self admittance at Bus 1

Mutual admittance between Bus 1& 0

=gr̂ 2 - Y-j_2: admittance between Bus 1 & 2

■=ŷ 2 " 1^2 Mutual admittance between Bus 1 &  3

Rewriting equation lo2o2 s

111 m Y10 E0 * TH. E1 * T12 B2 * X13 B3»
And in generals

"bc = ̂  # ̂ V j  (1-2«1i)
Where is current at any bus K with K varying from 0 to n or total
number of busses in system̂

T., is the self admittance at Bus K kk
Ykj admittance between Bus K and J
1, is node or bus voltage at Bus KK
Ej is node or bus voltage at Bus J
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It is obvious that f or all other busses in Figo lo2ol or in any 

other network with one of its busses so energized the current I is zero®

Thus for Hede 2 and 3 of Figo (1<,201) the following is true

Mode 2 : 0 = I21 E1 + Tgg Eg +. X E^ (lo2o5)

lode 3s 0 = X3@ E@ ❖ X31 Eĵ ^ X32 Eg X33 iE3 (1.2.6.)

Since 1 .̂, - 1*0 and E@ « 0 for the condition under study, equations 
(l»203)ji (lo2o5) and (ld2o6) may be written as followss

HodeU In = Iu  ̂  ^  E3 = 1.0 (1.2,7)

Mode 2 s; Igg — ̂ 21 ̂ 1 ^22 2̂ ^23 *̂3 ~ ® (1@2*8)

Mode 31 I33 « T31 El * E2 * T33 Ê  = 6 (lo2e?)

which are of the general form I = YE

Equations (lo2*7), (1*2*8) and (1*2*9) represent a set of equations 
describing the condition shown in Figure (1*2*1), the coefficients of which 
are the self and mutual admittances of the network and the unknowns are 
the node voltages*

Solving the above three equations simultaneously, the node voltages 
are obtained from which the branch currents i , i *** i can be cal<=or 02 23
eulated and hence the total fault current at Bus 1*



lo2o2 MATRIX C-fiLCPIATIOH OF FAULT IMPEB&1CES;
Kronls tensor analysis principles will again be applied, to set up 

the admittance matrix of the network as contrasted with the impedance 
matrix developed in Part 101 for the same com̂ Ltion,

Setting up the mode currents as a function of the branch currents 
in table form is as follows %

=  I s ©  ( I o 2 o l 0 )In  " i10 4 1̂2 * 1̂3
22 + x,21 i,23 0

0
(lo2.ll.)

L33 " ' "r 1̂3 •*■32 *i‘ a3o “ « (102o12)
from which the transpose of the connection matrix cam be formed as 
follows 5

01 ©3 12 13 23
1 1 0 1 1 0

fifc “ 2 0 0 1 0 1

3 0 1 0 1 1

(1.2.13)

where each row represents one node and identifies the branches that 
connect to it*

The connection matrix C can be formed from matrix ©^ by inter
changing its rows with its columns such that

1 2 3

01 1 0 0

, 03 0 0 1

12 1 1 0

.13 1 0 1

23 0 1 1

( l o2 03it)
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A matrix g represmtiiag the branch admittances ©f the metwcrk is 

easily formed by taking the reciprocal of each branch impedance, which 
would correspond to inverting, the diagonal matrix 3 shewn in Part l0lo

y

01 03 12 13 23
01 yoi 0 0 0 0

03 0 ^03 o 0 G
* 12 0 0 1̂2 0 0
13 0 0 0 *13 0
23 0 0 0 0 723

( l 0 2 o l 5 )

To calculate the admittance matrix of the system in Figo .(1,2*1) 
equation (1*1*7) may be applied by substituting in place of matrix 3 
the branch admittance matrix g and reversing the sign of the off-diagonal 
elements of the resulting matrix T*

2 ̂  2t ° Z o SL (i*2 oi6)

where Y is the self and mutual admittance matrix of the network having 
reversed the sign of its off-diagonal terms*

Performing the matrix operation indicated in equation (1*2*16)

1 2 3
1 ^ 1 2 ^ 1 3 ayl2. ”yl3

Y =. 2 ^21 y21 * y23 "y23
3 ^31 =y32 W y32

(1*2,18)

Expressing the node currents in matrix forms
E.5 node = 2 node (1*2*18)
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©r

1 1 2 3 1

1 1 1 7 0 1 ^ 2 ^ 1 3 “y12 '*13 1 %

2 0 = 2 “721 ^ 2 3 =y23 0 2 %

3 0 3 “y31 "y32 ^30^31^32 3 E3

(1.2.19)

eariyimg ©# the'matrix mnltlplieatioa T  . E- eqmatiems (l02»7)s (1.2.8) 
-toad (1.2.9) are ©btaiaed.

The s@lutd.en ®f the node voltages is derived fr©m the matrix 
equation

=1E , * y—node — node (1.2.20)
Equation (1.2.20) Galls for the inversion of the self and mutual 

admittance matrix of the network. The branch currents are then obtained 
from the known relation indicated in equation (1.2.2) and restated here 
as:

■i branch “ 2 branch f— node »k« “ - node “J**? (1.2.21)

The analysis of matrix 1“̂  will show how equation (1.2 .21) can also 
be. readily set up in matrix form.

mailto:s@lutd.en
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lo2c3 FAULT IMPEDANCES AT AIL • OTHER BUSSES

Having determined, the node voltages resulting from grounding the 
reference bus and applying a lo0 P=U=, current at Bus 1 of Figo (lo2oi)s 
the same process may be repeated for all other busses of the, networko 
This will yield two more sets of three equations each, one for Bus 2 
and one for Bus 3# similar to equations (l»2o7)s (1*2*8) and 
from which the following will be apparent 2;

1) The*admittance coefficients remain constant
2) The node currents vary according to the. table below

Table (lo20l)

Source at Source at Source at
Bus 1 Bus 2 Bus 3

lode current 1 0 0

" n I2 0 1 0

” « I3 0 0 1

The obvious conclusion that must be drawn is that whether one bus 
fault of a given network is required or faults at all busses of the 
same network are to be determined, matrix Y must be inverted in. either
6SLS60
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le20k AmLYSIS OF MATRIX Y°X

Im Part (1*2*2) matrix T was f©md to represent the self and mataal 
admittanee of the network * This was noted in Part (l0203) to he inde
pendent of whether one bos is faulted or faults at all busses are applied 
in suecession. Since all currents and voltages are referred to a refer
ence bus, inverting matrix X corresponds to obtaining a new impedance 
matrix of the network referred to a common bus* This impedance matrix 
is a star impedance to fault exactly equal to matrix Z* as calculated 
in Part (l0lo2)o It also represents the node voltage matrix of the 
network. Hence '

the branch admittances are given in P*W, on a fixed base hence the ele-

was applied at each bus. Therefore, the node currents are either 1,0 
or zero, which according to Table (1,2,1) forms a unit matrix. Referring 
to equation (1,2,20) it is found that %

r l - 5' * 5 (1,2,23)

The proof of the above is given as followss As pointed out earlier

ments of matrix X are la P»H, Furthermore, one P,U, value of current

X 1 I (1*2,2%)node

where  ̂ is a unit matrix* Solving for the fault impedance t
(lo2,25)

matrix. Therefore,

Q oEoD, (1,2,26)



l02c,5 BUS AKD BRANCH FAULT CURRENTS
With the ealcmlatioB ©f Z- fault eairents cam them be detexmimed 

at each bus and the branch currents distributed throughout the system as 
a result of the bus faults»

The fault current at each bus would be found from Ohm's law as 
follows z

Ikk * =2L “ ™ _  (l«2o27)
Zkk Zkk

where = Fault current at Bus "k®
= loO PotJo voltage at Bus 11 k11 

Zj^ = Fault impedance at bus nk" corresponding to a 
diagonal element of matrix Ẑ ,

in matrix form equation (lo2027) becomes s.

4 k  '  d ' 2 - 2 8 )

which would merely require to take the reciprocal of each diagonal ele
ment of matrix Zpo

The branch currents due to each bus being faulted at a time can be 

calculated from equation (l02021) which can be rewritten as follows&

' 4^ - ̂kj (Ek-Ej) ‘ k̂j (Zkk-Zkj) (1-2-29)
rkj -“  ■  7 k 1  C 1  -  ) ( 1 . 2 . 3 0 )

z k k

where I = Branch current from Bus "k" to Bus "jl! kj
= Branch admittances from Bus "k" to Bus "j"

Zkj = ^u*ua- impedance to fault between Bus "k" and 
Bus "j,! also off-diagonal terms of matrix Z„0



= Impedance t© fault at each buss also diagonal terms 
of matrix

In matrix form, equation (lo2o30) becomes 

cj " ™kk 0 -kj °4:1 = ” “kk 0 -ki 6 4.1 (lo2*31)

In order to. perform- the above matrix operation the row and column 
of the reference bus in matrix g must be dropped since it is not in-Aj
eluded in matrix Z„»—F
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THE MODE METHOD BY ITERATIVE PROCESS-
36

l o 3 o l  Iterative Equations
The calculation of faults and fault current can also be accomplished 

without the use of matrices» In discussing the node method it was found 
that the solution of the node equations in which the voltages are the 
unknowns required the inversion of the admittance matrix of the system 
referred to a reference bus0 The analysis of the inverted matrix 
revealed that it represented the short circuit self and mutual impedance 
of the network arid also the tiode voltages of the network when using 
BoIJo value So Thus by inverting matrix T the solution of the node voltages 
was also obtained*

Referring to equation (le2oit)* •

and noting equations (2oh) and(2*6) a general equation is written as 
follows s

0 “ Tkk ̂  * Ej
wheres

= node voltage at bus where loO ampo is applied
= node voltage at all other busses 

E = node voltage adjacent to E^ or e35 K K

Y , = self admittance at Bus' "k" kk
Y = mutual admittance between Bus ,,kH and "j11 kj
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kSolving for voltages and Eĵs

kk
(lo3o3)

(lo3olt)

Equatd.ons(1«3»1) and (Io3o2) indicate that by applying a lo0 P<,U0 
ampere current at Bus "k11 and grounding the reference bus two Equations 
for the node voltages may be written8

1) in equation for the bus energized with a current 
source of 1,0 Polio corresponding to the bus, the 
short circuit capability of which is to be cal~ 
eulatedb

2) An equation for the node voltages of all other 
busses of the network which when solved for, can 
be used to determine the flow of fault current in 
every branch of the same network=

It is clear that as many equations may be written as there are 
busses and hence unknown voltages for each bus being energized in tum0 
Solution of the above set of equations yields the voltage at the bus in 
question and the voltages at all other busses0 This solution represents 
one row of matrix derived in Part 2 by inverting matrix To By
repeating the same process for each bus in turn, matrix T will have been 
inverted by a process of iteration rather than by direct inversion with 
accompanying savings in computation time0



Io3o2 Method of Solution
The method ©f solution of equations (l»3o3) and. (1«3<»W that will 

be used here is the well known method of successive approximations 
developed by Gauss=Seidela This method referred heretofore as the 
iterative method consists essentially of making an initial guess of the 
unknowns except one, the approximate solution of which is to be obtained,, 
The same procedure is repeated for all other unknowns in succession 
making use of the approximate values previously solved for in the 
succeeding equations* The process is continued enough times until 
convergence toward a solution for each unknown is attained within pre
determined limits of precision*

As applied to the solution of equations (lo3<>3) and (lo3°4)̂  the 
iterative process consists of the following steps?

1)

2)

3) 

h)

3)

Set the voltage 'att the reference bus equal to zero and.
skip this bus from the iteration process
Assign estimated values of voltages at all busses
(E. voltages) except for the energized bus (Ê  voltage)J k
which will be referred to as the iterating bus*

■ ,Begin with the iterating bus by solving for from 
equation ( l o 3o3)

Move to the next bus and apply equation (l,3°L)o Solve for 
voltage by making use of the initial estimates and the 
calculated value of which becomes E_. if adjacent to Ê o 
Continue process for succeeding busses using equation (1.3oil.) 
and the improved values of voltages calculated previously



until all busses are used up0
6) Return to the iterating bus and switch to equation 

(lo3<>3) again, solving for a new Ê o
7) Check the convergence process against a precision 

index*
8) Repeat steps h through 7=

The iteration process thus continues as in a closed loop beginning 
with the iterating bus, processing all other busses and returning to 
the point of departure, the iterating bus0 Convergence toward a sol
ution is obtained as the initial guess is successively improved, with 
each increment of correction being smaller than the previous calcu
lation until the precision test is satisfied at each bus.



1o3°3 Bus and Braneh Fault Currents
Upon completion of the iteration process the voltage at the iter= 

atimg bus (where the current source is applied) has been calculated̂  
together with the voltages at all other busses of the network« Specific-* 
allys equations. (lo3o3) and (l<,3oW have been solved for the node voltages 
as a result of applying loO Polo current at Bus "k" and grounding the 
reference bus. As pointed out earliers this would amount to the cal
culation of one row of matrix Zp as shown in equation (lo2o25)0

Therefore; the P0Uo fault current at Bus "k" is obtained from 
equation (1<,2o27)o

Itt - ; (1-3-5) v
where Z,, — = impedance to feult x 1*0 P0U<, currentkk k

I ^ fault current at Bus %" in P0¥o current kk
and the branch fault currents for a short circuit at Bus "k" will be 
obtained from equation (l02.30) such that?

Ikj ■ ^kj C -3 .6 )^kk
tiieres ■ branch current from Bus "k" to Bus in P0Uo

y ĵ = branch admittance from Bus •'k11 to Bus nj11 in P0U0.
•Ẑ. =- = mutual impedance to fault x lo0 ampere

^kk = = bus fault impedance to fault x 1.0 ampere

For any other bus fault the same procedure applies3 ultimately re- 
-1 ■ "constructing matrix T = gg, of the node method when a fault study in

cluding all busses is required.



Thuss the application of the iterative process to the node method 
affords the same solution as by matrix algebra| it operates on the 
same equations developed in the node method modified to fit the iterative 
processo



2 CHOICE OF METHOD FOB APPLICATION ON DIGITAL COMPUTER

An important feature of the mesh and node method of calculating 
system faults by matrix algebra is the completely automatic operation 
of carrying out the computation. This is of tremendous value when it 
is realized that matrix algebra programs are available in every type 
of computero But mot all computers can handle large scale matrices 
economicallyo Due to the nature of matrix operations it is necessary 
to store the matrices on '#iioh we ■wish to operate in the memoiy of the 
computer, tifaen all the memory storage 'capacity has been utilized re- 
course is made to external storage such as magnetic tapes. Although 
the problem can still be handled effectivelys we have now; introduced 
a:time element which is referred to as,tape time in addition to the / 
computer time. The speed with which the computer can process and 
operate on information stored internally is much greater than when it 
has to depend on external means 0 Therefore j, the time of processing and 
calculating matrices is much greater for a computer of limited memory 
capacity as compared with a computer of large memory storage of the . 
same internal speed of handling data, /

Another fact that must be considered in using matrix algebra to 
solve network problems is that as the ofder of the matrix1 increaseŝ  
the time of inverting such a matrix goes up roughly as the cube. Thus 
a choice must be made as [to what method requires the least order of 
matrix to be inverted. As far as calculation of faults are concerned 
the order Wf matrix inversion is dependent on the physical configuration



of the networko In discussing the mesh method we found that inversion 
of all the meshes of the network plus the meshes formed by bussing 
all sources is requiredo Hence for a system ofs says 30 busses - 20 loops 
and 10 sources = the. order of the matrix to be inverted is?

20 *' (10=1) - 29 - total meshes ~ or a 
29 x 29 matrix inversion 0 

In addition:
29 x 29 times a 29 x 30 matrix multiplication
30 x 29 times a 29 x 30 matrix multiplication
30 x 30 minus a 30 x 30 matrix subtraction

Applying the node method, howevers the solution would entail a
30 x 30 matrix inversion.

Therefores the node method would be chosen. But if the system had, say, 
the same number of busses = 2 sources and 10 loops - the matrix to be in~ 
verted by the mesh method would reduce to a 11 x 11 and the order of the 
matrices to be multiplied would be reduced also, with the matrix sub~ 
traction remaining the same. This would result in a considerable saving 
of time' even with the extra matrix operations required by the application 
of the mesh method as compared with a 30 x 30 matrix inversion needed 
when using the node method.

In general, it may be concluded that assuming a high speed computer 
of large memory storage (about 10,000 words) is available and that it 
can store the basic matrices as developed in the mesh or node method and 
operate on them without external storage, then the configuration of the 
network is of primary consideration to determine whether the mesh or node 
method must be applied for economic processing on the machine. If,



however, a high speed, computer of limited memory capacity (of about 
1,000 words) is available, serious consideration must be given to the 
application of a method other than matrix inversion to make fault 
studies of large networksc

The iteration method developed in Part 3 offers advantages over 
the direct soluti. on by matrix algebra in that it does not require an 
exact calculation of the fault impedances0 This results in substantial 
savings of computer time because convergence toward a solution can be 
speeded up and also the accuracy can be controlled by means of pre
determined precision indexes0

In most engineering problems very high accuracy of the answer is 
not warranted because of the inherent approximations of the input para
meters which are derived from empirical calculations or by measurements* 
Hence, a limited degree of.accuracy is often satisfactory0 This method 
is applied here to design a program for the.calculation of fault im
pedances and fault currents on the high speed computer IMIVAG I0

UMVAC I has a memory capacity of 1,000 words of 12 decimal digits 
each including sign* It is a high speed computer but of limited memory 
capacity* The input-output data is handled through tapes* It is well 
suited for business applications and originally was used exclusively on 
scientific problems* Only a few engineering problems have been processed 
to date on this machine* It appears that for inversion of large matrices 
(on order of 30 x 30 and.higher). UETiAG I cannot compete with large 
scale memory computers such as UMVAC SCIE1TIPIC, UNI VAC II and IBM 70I4. 
which have about ten times as much memory*



3o GEHEML PROGRAM FOR THE SOLUTION OF SYSTEM FAULTS ON UNIVAO

Having completed the analysis of the methods of solution of three- 
phase short circuits applicable to digital computation and having made 
the choice of method to be used, a general program for processing on 
the digital computer UNIVAO can now be designed*

For the solution of system faults on UNIVAO I a program,, based on 
the assumption that all of the input data can be stored in the memory 
of the computers can b e developed* This wuld restrict the system to a 
maximum of 2$ busses and 5>0 branches* For the systems larger than 25 
busses part of the input must be stored on tape5 necessitating a modified 
program* In general, two types of programs are visualized for the cal
culation of systems faults on UNIVAO by the iteration methods

1) A program that will handle small and medium size 
systems

2) A program that will handle large systems
Both programs will be veiy similar except for some details of item lay
outs and coding*

The steps involved in designing such programs are in general the 
same for any computer* Variations from the following list as applied 
to UNIVAO programming are minor when applied to other computers*

l) Breakdown of the equations to be used into arithmetic 
operations*



2) Design of item layouts indicating
a» lumbering of the busses and branches of the 

network
b0 Arrangement of keys or switches for logical 

processing
c0 Arrangement of necessary data essential to the 

calculation
3) Design of process charts showing for each run

a0 Arrangement of tapes for input and output 
bo Contents of each tape 
Co Calculations to be carried out 
do Output to be printed out or stored on tape 

It) Construction of a detailed flow chart from items 
1, 2 and 3S specifying
&» .Logical steps needed to bring the information1

into the computer (input) 
bo Step-by-step calculations (main chain)
Co Steps needed to take the information out of the 

computer for print-out and/or tape storage
5) Coding of the flow chart to be used as instructions 

for the computer to operate on
6) Miscellaneous instructions for re-runs and debuggingc

The program will be designed to handle a system with a maximum of 
100 busses and a maximum of 6 branches for each bus»



3ol BREAKDOW OF THE ITERATIVE EQUATIONS

3°lol The Voltage Equations
The voltage equation at the bus where the 3=0 fault is applied.

as developed in Part 1<>3 is as followss 
kE" = loO - Z xkjEj in PoU0

Tkk

Breaking down each vector in its real and quadrature component, 
this equation becomes?

ek * 3fk =’i-° - (v \ 3 ) (y Jf3)
®kk >

-  l o O  -  * B k.i^ * j f j )

Gkk * ̂ Bkk Gkk * ^̂ kk

" ° = (%cj ^ Bkj) (Gkk° JBkk)
Gk k ^  " ~ _

Separating the real from the quadrature components

i  *  j f k©v * * Gkk_______ =j % k
< 4  * > 4

(8jGkkGkj-fiGkkBkj+®nBkkBki+ZiBkkGkj)
4 * 4

*• ° ®jEkk%j^jEkk%j )
4  * 4



k$

edGk k - Aa " T k k

ejSdc = Ba

fjGkk ° =3 ■ E3,Gkk

fjBkk = B3 - Ed V

Then 5

4  =^ Gkk) - A '2(A3Gk3-C3Bk3<tBjBk3tBaald)

A '  -A ( V  -A  " 2 (AjBkj-,'0jGkd-BjGkj” dBkj)

let! F3 = Aj?kj-GjBkjtijBkjwj%& Lj - A3 Wkrt VYkd
It Is: - ( A-lFj) in P.tl.

4  " - ^ Bkk * (<& •n.j) - ^ t a P . V .

Similarly., the voltage equation at all other busses

4 “ - S  %.1 Bj in PoUc

^kk
Repeating the same process as aboves

e5 °2f J = Rk  ̂in PoUo

' ( A  in PoWo



3pin2 Bus And Branch Fault Current Equations
l) Bus fault current equations

I,, * I*,, + jl",, ^ = Kkk“̂ kk = Rkk“*jXkk in P»B0kk kk kk —  - p — p*- —ff-'jr
kk ^kk Kk Mr

Separating real from imaginary s
I' = Rkk | .1* =—  % £

“  / V 2 “  / v 2

2) Branch fault current equations
- Th a  - l M >  = (i .*.1

"kj " kj'd" kj Jkj x- ^  X6kj VJ- ” —
^kk %ck+ X̂kk

Ikj ® (gkj=jbkj) (1 = Rk.iRkk ° %i^kk^k.i^kk*j%.i^kk)

Separating real from imaginary:
= gki+ gkjRkk R  . *» %.iXMc E  . * bkAxkk % .  - bk.jRklc E
/V2 /V2 /V2 ' /V2

.jsX u *. n  _  br.,E.T. v  + , K ^ E i

I k j  bkj ^  y  ̂  / i ? Ka / v 2 sj

Let s; %.iRkk - a | k̂.iXkk = b | bk.1Rkk = c j bk.iXkk = d
/ v 2  / v 2  / V 2  A " / 2

Then:
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3o2 DESIGN OF ITEM MTOXITS

The item layeut represents the manner in which each aggregate of 
information needed to carry out calculations or processing must appear 
on tape and hence in the memory of the computer. Items must be designed 
for the input data, the output data, and any intermediate stages of pro
cessing and computation. In general, the design of input item layouts 
for a computer such as IffilfAG I is determined by the following assump
tions t

1) All the input data may be stored in the computer
2) Part of the input data may be stored in the computer,

the remainder on tape and brought in as needed
3) All the input data must be stored on tape and brought

in, in blocks, to be processed serially or searched 
for on tape*

Obviously, the item layout for the first possibility is the simplest 
to design and it becomes increasingly involved as more information has 
to be carried on tape„

The design of output item layout is also influenced by the above 
three possibilities and in addition by the format of the printout or 
whether the results should be stored on tape for further processing.

For a program designed to handle large systems as proposed here, 
item layouts based on assumption two above will be developed.

The following items will be necessary for processing and computing 
large system fault studies s.
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1) Input bus item layout
2) Iteration bus item layout
3) Output bus item layout

Each input Item layout will carry the following information corres
ponding to each buss,

1) One word (12 digits) containing number of bus, identifi
cation digits and other control keys (identification and 
control word)

2) Branch impedances connecting to the bus
3) Estimated voltage at the bus

Each iteration bus item layout will consist ®£$
1) The identification and control word
2) Self admittance at the bus
3) Mutual admittances between the bus in question and all 

other adjacent busses with corresponding numbers
if.) Corrected voltage from previous iteration

Each output bus item layout will contains
1) The identification and control word
2) The fault impedance at the bus
3) The fault current or mva at the bus
Ij.) The contribution to fault from adjacent busses

Samples of each item layout are included to show the details as 
applied to the programo



The mumherimg ©f the busses utilizes tw© digits and varies from 
00 to 99 for a total of 100 busses«, Each branch of the network will 
be identified by two digits representing the number of the bus to which 
it connects and two digits representing the other bus or adjacent bus* 
Therefore5 for branches connecting between bus 1 and busses 3» 5 and 
6 the branch numbering will be 0103s 0105s 0106 respectively = Each bus 
will carry all the branches connecting to that bus up to a maximum of 
6 branches o This will mean that if a bus hass says 3 branches and 
another bus of 6 branchess the first one will have information of 3 
branches* the second bus will, have information for 6 branches „ This 
makes for uniform design of each item and uniform coding 0 Some dupli
cation will occur for busses having the same branch in common* but this 
arrangement affords faster processing than if all branches were to be 
carried separately on tape* as it would require searching the tape for 
the right branch0 All items corresponding to each bus of the system 
will, be introduced serially in the computer in blocks of 60 words 
(720 digits) at a time. Since each bus item will be made of 10 words*
6 busses will be processed at a time. After the first block has been 
processed* the next block is introduced and so on until all busses have 
been operated on.



OTIFAC RUM I 
ITffi MYOUT FOB BRANCH IMPEDANCE TAPE 
  (INPUT)

~ Bas Identification and Control Word Symbol Dig
1) Bus number (00 to 99) Bk 2
2) Reference bus key 1

3) Generator or source bus key < 1

h) Iteration skip key B| 1

5) Number of branches/bus N 2

6) Bus Fault Key
4

1

Total o > 0 0 0 0 0 0 8

- Branch Impedances
zm

1) Adjacent bus number Bj 2
2) Resistance

Tm 5
3) Reactance xkj 5

53

Words

I

Total / Bramch » o o o 12 1



ft

UftflYAC Run I Item Layout (Gon8t)
C -= Bus Voltage

1) Estimated real component 
(including sign)

2) Estimated imaginary component 
(including sign)

Symbol Digits Words. 

%

E”k

■E»k

Total o o o o o © o © 12

Total Words Necessary = 8 (Using 6 Branches/Bus)
For Ease of TramSfdr Us© a 10=Wdrd Item
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UMIVAC EPl-'II

ITM FOR SELF A W  MUTUAL AIMITTAIMGE AHD ITEMTIOM TAPES 
(OUTPUT FOR EOT II - INPUT FOR RUN III)

A - Bus identification and control word Symbol Digits Words
Same as input item 8 1

Total O  ©  O  O  O  0 . 0  ©

Self admittance .

1) Gonduetanee (including sign) 0^. 10

2) Suseeptanee (including sign) 10

Total o o o o o o o o 20

G = Mutual admittance Y. .leg
1) Adjacent bus number (00 to 99) -B? 'i2.u
2) Conductance (including sign) Ĝ j 10

3) Suseeptanee (including sign) 10

Total/Branch d 0 o o 22 2



UMiyAG Bun II Item Layoxit (Con.11) Symbol

D = Error voltage 0  ̂

X) Beal component (including sign)

2) Imaginary component (including sign) g 11k

Total

E = Error Voltage as of previous iteration

1) Beal component (including sign)

2) Imaginary coraponemt (including sign) gjT

Total s o- ©  O  O  O- o

Total words necessary « 19 (Wsing 6 Branches/Bus)
For ease of transfer use a 20~word item0



UHIVAC ROT III 
ITm MYOUT FOR FAULT CURRENTS OR MVA. TAPI 

(OUTPUT)

57

A - Bas idemtifi eaiioB. aad control word 
Same as Input Item - Bun I

Symbol Digits Words 
8 1

Total o o' o o o o o @

B =■ Bus fault current

1) Real component

2) Imaginary conponemt

I»kk

I"kk

5

5

Total Q‘ O O* 6- O 10

C - Contribution from adjacent bus 

1) Adjacent bus number 

2 ) Real component 

3) Imaginary component

k̂j

B3
I8

I«
kj

kj

2

5

5

Total/Branch o o o o o- 12

Total words necessary = 8  (Using 6 Branches/Bus) 
For ease of transfer use a 10=word item
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3o3 DESIGI OF PBOGESS GHA.RTS

The process charts as prepared for USIYAC I show the arrangement 
of the inpmt-outpmt tapeSj, the ealcnlations to he performed and the 
•print-out requirements for each rum0 This is the general plan of pro
cessing and calculating data on the computer»

For the solution of system faults, three runs are proposed which 
are independent of each other except for chronological order. If the 
only information available about the system is the branch impedances 
then it will be necessary to calculate the branch admittances of the 
network from which the self and mutual admittances of each bus are 
derived. This is accomplished in Bun I, Since the information is 
entered serially, actually at the same time that the branch impedances 
are converted to branch admittances and hence to self and mutual 
admittances at each bus, the first iteration can be carried out. This 
means that in Bun I at the end of the first pass (all busses having 
been scanned) the admittances have been calculated together with the 
first iteration around the system. This completes Bun I,

Run II will actually start with the second iteration bypassing 
the block of instructions dealing with the calculation of admittances.
The iteration continues until convergence is obtained for the bus, the 
short circuit impedance of which is to be calculated. As each block of 
busses is iterated it is written on tape until all busses have been 
processed. The tape (iteration tape) is run backwards or rewound for 
the next pass until convergence is reached for that bus. The operation 
is repeated for all busses or any number of busses one at a time. The 
result will be a tape containing the fault impedance at each bus and the 
distribution factors throughout the system for the calculation of the bus



fault current and the branch fault current, respectively* This fs
carried ©mt in Run III6 Here each bus is preeessed serially by merging

1
the branch admittance tape calculated in Run I with the fault impedah.ee 
tape of Run 11, the result being a new tape with the solution of the 
studyo The last step is printing of the contents of this tape*
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UNIVAd PROCESS CHART

RUN I

Uni type
verity

Branch 
Impedance

UNIVAC RUN I 
lo Calculation of Branch Admittances

20 Calculation of Self Admittance
siy

3o Calculation of Mutual Admittances
kj Fkj

Branch 
Admittance

E S P
Printout 
of Branch 
Admittance

Self & 
Mutual 

Admittance 
Tape

Skd

%

Ykk ’

LEGEND
B Branch Impedance From 

Bus '»k'' to Bus
=» Branch Admittance From 

Bus "k" to Bus "j"
* Self Admittance at Bus 18k”
3 Mutual Admittance From 

"k" to
» Summation of all Branch 
Admittances Connecting 
at Bus "k"

CHABT. M.
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UNIVAG PROCESS CHART

RUN II

Iteration Self & 
Mutual 

Admittance 
Tap©

UNXVAC RUN 11 
A« Calculation of Fault Impedances

1) zkk “ ^*0" .

% k
2) Z5j * “ S1Cl A

^kk
Bd Iteration To Convergence

Iteration Fault 
Impedance 

Tape

H S P 
Printout of 

Fault 
Impedances

CHART B

<•

S O P
Convergence 

Check

5kk

E.

LEGEND
Fault Impedance at Bus 
Mk" For Fault at Bus 
«k,f

'» Fault Impedance at Bus 
"j" Due to Fault at 
Bus ,fk'»

« Voltage at Bus "j" 
Adjacent to "k"

'*»' Summation of all 
Mutual Admittances 
Connecting at Bus



UNIVAC PROCESS (EART
RUN III

Branch 
Admittance 

Tape

Fault 
Impedance 

Tape

UNIVAC RUN III
Aa. Calculation of Fault Currents

1) Bus Fault = ikk =
2) Branch Fault » Ikj =

(1 "Zkj)ykj
%

Fault 
Currents 
Tape

H S P 
Printout 
of Fault 
Currents

kk

LEGEND
® Fault Current 

Bus "k"
Ik4 13 Fault Current 
J "k" and "j«

CHART C
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3-.k CONSTRUCTION OF FLOW CHARTS

Having designed the item layouts and mapped each run in a process 
chartj, flow charts for each run are subsequently constructed,

Bach flow chart represents the blue print of every operation in 
the computer and indicates in detail the logic of the computations and 
processing from which coding must follow.

The flow chart may be divided into s;
1) Input flow chart
2) Main chain flow chart
3) Output flow chart or ending routines

In the input flow chart all steps regarding the manner in which 
the input is to be brought in the computer are layed out in detail.
These are usually standard conventions, and routines are readily avail
able.

The main chain flow chart is the hub of the program and varies 
with the problem. It maps all calculations to be performed in step-by- 
step procedure, The alternative paths are taken in logical sequence 
and are rigorously controlled. Ho coding should be attempted without 
a clear and concise main chain flow chart.

The output flow chart depends on the amount and variety of print
outs, It also provides for re-run in case of failure or errors. It 
provides for ending routines.

In general, inspection of a computer flow chart reveals the 
continuous flow of information controlled by choice of alternate paths 
according to the requirements of problem. Each rectangular box indicates



an arithmetic operation or transfer of information„ Each oval represents 
a comparison or a decision to he made according to the information avail
able 0 Each connector (a circle) with a number denotes continuity of 
steps» Each connector with a Greek letter is a variable connector since 
it may take one of several paths, varying with each alternative as de
termined by previous comparisons = Each square box with a decimal point 
in front of the Greek.letter shows setting the variable connector for 
the next time around0 The variable connector plus the set box operates 
as a railroad switch« • It will be set in advance in the coding of the 
problem so that when the computer (the train) reaches the variable con
nector it will find it set for a pre-determined path and will continue 
processing in the selected direction0 Resetting of the switch at the 
end of such processing will either restore the initial path or take a 
different one according to the nature of the problem,,

The main chain flow chart of each of the three runs designed to carry 
out this study are shown in the following pages o Each flow chart shows 
the detailed calculation in simple arithmetic steps and the logic of 
each operation for Run I, II, and III respectivelyo Run II is, of 
course, the main run since all iterative calculations are carried out 
here 0

The input and output flow charts have been grouped in sub-routines 
with only the points of entry and exit (a circle circumscribed by a 
larger circle) shown in the main.chain flow chart* These routines are 
standard and available for all programs*



SYSTEM FAULT STUDY 
UNIVAC FLOW CHART - RUN I 

Main Chain

o *

Kfy + A

¥  -*%• — > <̂r/ * Go'* — r % 6 < ,  
- # * 7 W

Cf/-» c

Calculation of Self and Mutual Admittances
CHART D



UNIVAG ELGW CEA.ET

EOT I

LEGEND

Branch resistance between bus "kn and. "j" 
Branch reactance between bus ,,k11 and njM 
Branch conductance between bus ®ka" and 
Branch susceptanee between bus Mkn and "j 
Partial value of self=conductance , 
Partial value of self=.suseeptance 
Self-conductance at bus 
Self-susceptanee at bus "k11 
Accumulative number of branches/bus 
Total number of branches/bus 
Input-output and ending subroutine



SYSTEM FAULT STUDY

*0
J<

UNIVAC FLOW CHART - RUN II 
Main Chain - Iteration Process 
Calculation of Fault Impedances

»0(-i

ej - 8 ^  %
_  _ _

Aj -Gkj - Q  * ftjrj + Sj8^+ bjG*/* 6' 
A; 0 ■+ Cj '4% + £>j ™> 4/

Fj+ fy-* 6 ‘
4/ ̂ 4/

Sj-fyfOj

£  f/-$ Cm

0 Fault o*/
Q c/j • • •« -)SC?-

©
— A.
— // AVy*
CHART E
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m i m e  FLOW CHART

RUN II

LEGEND

< SB. Reference bus key

< S5 Skip key

El3 •s Real component of voltage

E«
3

ms Imaginary eompoiient’ of voltage

Gkk SS: Real component of self admittance

®fck SB Imaginary component os self admittance

% Mutual conductance'- between ,,kl? and 11 j11

Bkj SB Mutual susceptance between and “j”

Rkk Bus fault resistance■

% SS Bus fault reactance,- ■

Ekj Mutual fault resistance" ’ '

Xkj Mutual fault reactance

%ko Bus fault resistance from previous iteration

Xkko Bus fault reactance from previous iteration

P sr Precision index

Ik" Real component of voltage error

|f ̂  “ Imaginary component of voltage error



Rim II Flow Chart Legend (ConH)
^ko * Real component of voltage error from previous iteration

= Imaginary component of voltage error from previous iteration
f - Iterating (faulted) bus key 

E=g_ = Input-output and ending subroutine

Rg ■ Check of convergence subroutine
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A  • • Rtor* L
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CHART F
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UNIVAC FLOW CHART
EOT III

LEGEND
Reference bus key 

Fault resistance at bus •IE11 
Fault reactance at bus "K,r 

Fault impedance at bus "K"

Bus fault key

Accumulative number of faulted busses
Total number of faulted busses
Real component of fault current at bus #K81
Imaginary component of fault current at bus RKM

Setting of variable connector ̂  ̂

Setting of variable connector ̂  g

Branch conductance between bus "K" and "j11
Branch susceptance between bus "E"

Fault resistance between bus "E" and "j11
Fault reactance between bus "K" and 11 j11
Accumulative number of Branches/Bus 
Total number of Branches/Bus 
Input=output and ending subroutine
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3og CODING OF THE PROGRAM
The last stage of programming of any digital computer is the writing 

©f detailed instrmetions in the language or cede of the computer̂  called 
eodingo Special purpose computers have fixed instructions which are part 
of the actual wiring of the machine and need to be coded only ©nces but 
can handle only one - type of problem. General purpose computers must be 
coded for every problem. UHIfAG I is a general purpose computer of the 
stored instruction type. Each instruction consists of six digitss the 
first two digits contain the command (add, subtract, transfer, compare, 
etc0)5 the third digit is unusedj the last three digits contain the 
address of the information on which to operate. Since a OTI7AC "word" 
is twelve digits, each "word" contains two instructions - a left hand 
instruction and a right hand instruction. To illustrate,

BOO 100 A00 101
meanss bring in Register "A" (BO) the contents of memory, location (100), 
add (AG) to the contents of Register "A" (which now contains whatever 
data were in memory cell 100) the contents of memory location (101) 0 
The instructions are stored in the memory of the computer, usually be
ginning with memory location 000. Depending on the problem, the number 
of instructions vary from a few words or lines of coding to hundreds of 
lines. Thus if a problem has 200 words.of instructions these are first 
typed on tape (instruction tape) by means of a special typewriter called 
a Unityper. The instruction tape is entered by the operator in the com
puter through special servo mechanisms called Uniservos which read the 
tape in the memory of the computer - stored from location 000 to 199,



for instance„ Once the instructions are stored in the computer no 
further manual intervention is needed. Other Umiservos mil he loaded 
with input tapes containing the data to be computed and processed. The 
information written in these tapes is brought in the computer and stored 
in separate locations of the memory by the instructions previously entered 
and in the sequence specified by these instructions (input coding). The 
computer is then ready to operate on the given data (main chain coding)0 
TShen all processing and computing have been completed, the same instruc
tions will select the output to be printed out by causing the computer 
to write the results on the output tape or tapes mounted on output 
Uniservos (output coding). The computer carries out the instructions 
serially, that is, it will execute the instructions in memory location 
000 then go to location 001 and so on unless it encounters certain 
conditional and unconditional transfer of control commands which modify 
the sequence of execution by causing the computer to enter at different 
points of the instruction locations.

It is clear from the above that both instructions and data are 
stored in the memory of the computer (1000 words from memory location 
000 to 999)o This suggests that for small problems requiring few 
instructions all the necessary data can be stored on the computer if 
the total does not exceed 1000 words. But for large problems having 
hundreds of instructions and data in excess of the available remaining 
memory, most of the data must be carried on tape and brought in in blocks 
(60 words) as needed. Therefore, space for each input tape of a 60 word 
block must be reserved after all instructions have been stored. If the



Bmaber ©f imstruGtiems plus the mimiiHum requirememts ©f data storage 
exceed the 1000 words available, the problem must be handled in mere 
than ©me ram.

As coding of the problem proceeds certain calculations common 
to other problems or to the same problem at different points cam be 
grouped in general instructions called sub-routines <, This permits 
utilization of the same coding for various purposes» Sub-routines 
can be entered from any point of. the main sequence of coding by special 
commands that allow the computer to enter the sub-routine and leave it 
after having used it„

For the calculation of fault impedances the iteration process can 
be considered as a sub-routine in which the calculations pertaining to 
each bus are performed using the same coding but with different data.
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3o6 STORING OF CONSTANTS

T© carry cat all logical operations within the corapmter, constants 
must he stored in the program. These- constants vary with the type of 
problem to be processed and also with the size of the problem.. Once all 
constants needed to process a given problem have been established, they 
become a permanent part of the coding just as the instructions are. In 
general we may subdivide these constants in programming constants and 
problem constants. 1

3.6.1 Program Constants
The program constants consist of the minimum information required 

for the computer to make logical decisions. For instance, if it were 
required to identify which bus within the list of network busses is 
the reference bus we must instruct the computer to test each bus for 
the reference key which will be one if it is a reference bus or zero if 
it is not. The computer scans all bus items at the digit position where 
the reference key is carried and attempts a match. The computer is 
instructed to place the reference key in one register and a value 
corresponding to the proper key in another register and compare the 
two values. If there is a match, the reference bus has been identified. 
If no match occurs, the search continues until the comparison test is 
passed. The value corresponding to the key in the bus item is a pro
gram constant which is carried in the coding. Obviously, there must



be as many constants as there are different key digits used to process 
the problemo Therefore5 depending on how the items are laid oat, the 
magnitude of items to be processed per block of information, etCo, the 
programmer establishes the constants that are needed to carry out the 
program as detailed in the appropriate flew chart0

3o602 Problem Constants
These constants pertain specifically to the type of problem to be 

processed* "For the calculation of fault studies, the following con
stants must be furnished by the engineer in addition to the network . 
constants:

a) Maximum number of branches connecting each bus
b) Number of branches connected at each bus
c) Designation of the reference bus
d) Initial voltage estimate at each bus
e) The convergence index
f) Busses to be faulted
g) Maximum number of iterations before applying the acceleration 

of convergence
h) Total number of busses in the network

For a fault calculation of 3-0 short circuits of a 100 bus network 
with a maximum of 6 branches/bus, the following constants must be stored 
to process Run II of this program;
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Cm = + 06a000 000 000 Maximu.m number ©f

Branches/Bus

li • EV = 1* = E® ■ > 00A000 000 000 Initial voltage estimate

p = 1.0 x 10"°̂  » ; + 00 000 001A000 Precision ©r convergence
index with reference to 'the 
admittances decimal point

K = ■ ' + 05a000 000 000 lumber of iterations before
acceleration

1 = +100A000 000 00 Total number of busses

F = +100A000 000 00 Total number of bus ses to
be faulted

S = + 99aOOO 000 000 Total number of busses to
be skipped as convergence 
is obtained

I = + 06a000 000 000 Total number of input busses/
block

"I0. - + 03 A000 000 000 Total number of iteration
busses/block

0f = + 06a000 000 000 Total number of output
busses/block
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3o6o3 STORING OF AUXILIARI IMFOBMA.TIOM IN MEMOBY OF COMPUTER

As pointed out in the discussion on item layouts part of the 
data to be processed is carried in the memory of the computer to 
facilitate and speed up the solution of the problem^ The auxiliary 
information to be stored in memory is the voltage at each bus* For 
a 100-bus system this means 2 words of 12 digits each per voltage 
per bus or a total of 200 words„ Initially the estimated value of 
bus voltage will be set at zero for all busses„ Mhen the first 
iteration has been completed* corrected values of voltages will replace 
each initial guess <. When convergence will have been obtained the 
solution of all mode voltages corresponding to the fault impedances 
will be found stored in the same locations 0 Transfer of the voltages 
to the appropriate bus items* writing on tape for printing of all 
busses is accomplished by the output routine®

If it were to be found that net enough memory capacity is 
available to carry the recommended maximum of 100 busses after all 
instructions and constants have been stored* then to use the same 
program the number of busses must be reduced accordingly. If this 
were impractical then the bus voltages must be carried on the bus 
item or an extra tape depending on which alternative is more economical® 
In either ease the coding of the problem and the associated constants 
would be modified slightly to fit the new arrangement,



CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of system fault studies as applied to digital com
puter solution shows that the three methods of computation discussed 
can each be applied in separate instances depending on the size and 
configuration of the network and the digital computer available for 
processing*

The mesh method of computing 3=0 short circuits has its appli
cation with networks of limited number of meshes and sources* In 
general; sub-transmission systems with one or two sources and a few 
loops can be economically solved for faults on any computer*

The node method using matrix algebra can be applied economically 
when calculating faults of medium and large networks on computers of 
large memory capacity and medium speed; (drum memory computers)*

The node method by iteration process promises economic advan
tages when applied for the calculation of faults of medium and large 
power systems using computers of high internal speed and limited 
memory storage (UNI?AG I)*

In any case; however; the node method by iteration process is to 
be preferred to the other two methods; when only a limited number of 
busses are to be faulted in a large system* The reason is obvious* 
Ihen using the mesh method the matrix representing the loop impedances 
of the network must be inverted whether one fault , is to be calculated

W iv. of Arizona L ib ras



©r all faults are desirecL Similarlys using the node method by matrix: 
algebra the admittance matrix of the whole network must be inverted in 
both caseso On the other hand3 using the iterative method only one row 
of the matrix is inverted corresponding to each bus fault with obvious 
savings in computing time*

The calculation of fault impedances of the sample problem shown 
in the appendix of this thesis was successfully programmed on UNIViG 
Using the iterative method. Fifteen iterations were applied to arrive 
at an accuracy of $ x 10"^ P,TJo on the voltage corrections. The time 
per iteration was ,3 second/iteration/bus.
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SAMPLE SYSTEM

©  ©  ®

69kv " 69kv 69kv

j.1000

Original Network •

' NOTEs All impedances are in P.U. on 100 MYA Base

Equivalent Network



SAMPLE CALCULATIONS USING THE MESH METHOD

Calculation of Fault Impedance Matrix
Branch X  Bus and Mesh 
No° \  1 g 3 Ml Mg

01 cojL -1 0 , 0 1

03 0 0" • 1 • 0 1

12 0 - ”1 0 1 0J ..

13 0 0 0 1 ~1

23 0 0 0 1 0

Mesh Connection Matrix

Bus & \Branch
Mesh \  oi 03 12 ' 13 23

1 -1 sO 0 q 0

2 -1 0 -1 0 0

== . 3 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 1

Mg 1 1 0 ~1 0

Transpose of Connection Matrix



>Branch 
Branch 01

IT
03 12 13

03

12

13

23

Branch Impedance Matrix

23

0 + jo(£76 - • 0 0 0 0

0 0 + jo1000 0 0 0

0 0 ,
o0372 
+■ 3.0&7 0 ' 0

0 0. o o 031*6
+ jol029 0

0
'

0 .r:r o o 011*7 
+ jeQ37l*

B u ^ anCh m
& Mesh 03 12 13 23

1 0 - j»0576 0 0 0 0

2 0 - d=0$76 0 0372-j.093? 0 0
Cj. o2 88t 3 0 0 + jolOOO 0 0 . . 0

% 0 0 .0372 
+ j.0937

e 031*6
+ j.1029

o0ll*7 
+ jo 03.71*

y 0 + j«0376 
______:______

0 + joloop 0 -.031*6 
- j ol029 0



pl
N

Bus 
& Mesh

Bus & Mesh T

M

1

2

. %  

‘ Mg

0 + j.0576 0 +. j0o576 0 0 0 - 0 = 0576

0 + j«q$76 .0372 
+ j.1533 0 -.0372 - j-0957 0 - d-o576.

0 0 0 + 0-1000 0 0 + j.1000

0 -.0372 - j.0957 0 .0865+0=2360 -.0346
- 0=1029

0 - 0=0576 0 - j.0576 0 yjolOOO — 6 O3I46-j.1029 .0346 + o=26o5

Mesh Impedance Matrix

Bus
Bus

0 + 0=0576 0 + 0=0576 0

0 + 0-0576 .0372 
+ j 61533 0

0
L__________

0 0 + 0.1000 
—  1

Impedance Matrix of the 
Fault Meshes

Mesh
Bus M-

0 0 -j-0576
-.0372 
- j.0957 0 -j-0576

0 0 + j.1000

Mutual Impedance Matrix 
Between Fault Meshes and Loops



Mesh Bus

M„

n I -.0372
1 - j.0957 0

0 -J.Q576 ~j=0576 0 +j«1000
....

Transpose of Matrix

Mesh
Mesiv Mi M„

Mn

M„

.0863
+j.2360

-.0346 
-j.1029

~o03U6 
:-j.1029

,0346
+j.26o3

Loop Impedance Matrix

Mesh ^ 
Mesh"^ ^ M„

Mi

ML

.0346
+j.26o3

-.0346 
-j.1029

-.0346
-j.1029

.0863
+J-.2360

Transpose of Matrix 

,ĴS. = oB- = Determinant

Mesh 
Mesh 'x\ Mn

a ?
Mi 4.833/-73.3F-1.991/95.60

-1.99l/95.6c 4 .62o/-85=9:

Inverse of Matrix



_MeshBus

~2 ■- V

1

2

3

o 2665/l8U«6

o6l00/l77»̂ oli59ofl75»78

JSPl/ $o6° ^ 630/5.^°

Bus Bus

1

-1zr-o z = 2”2 -h “3

.0 267 /85.7° .0267/217.6°

. 088/72.1°
/----

.0159/265.78°

.OI463/S5.I10
This Matrix Is Symmetric

Bus Bus

1 0 oli 21/87=9° »0309/93=7* =0267/911=6°

z - z -z ' zri.z «= 2 
—F ”1 ”2 ~U “3 *0309/93=7* =0703/81;/#° .0459/85=78

3 <0267/911=6* .0li59^ 5=78° =0537/85=3°

Fault Impedance Matrix



IIe Calculation of Branch Fault Current Matrix viii

imf = ~h- 6 ^3 " " (-2 0 -U ^

Bus
Mesh

Mi

M,

1 ....... ............. *

o l l l t 8 / 5 o 6 G o 6 l 0 0 / - 2 ol i l t ° aWl/l&o6 °

O266$jho60 Ok$9oj-h»22° o U 6 3 o / l 8 5 o l f

3mf

1
•Bf

Where Z"„ is the inverse of the diagonal—DI
terms of Matrix Z■F

n. Bus 
BusX^ X 2 3

1 23.8/-87.90, 0 0

" 2 0 ]W/-8lo7f 0

3 0 0 l 8 o 6 / - 8 5 o l °

Bus Fault Current Matrix

Bus
Mesh

Mi
Imf M,g

2 0 73/“ 82.3° 8o66/-81|.e19> 3o7o/lOOo5°

6o35/“83o 3° 6(£2/~85,7f 8o6l/]£)Oo390

Mesh F au lt Current M atrix



±x

Branch 
& Mesh

Bus

-Bf
3

Hi

mf
M.g

23o8/~87e9° 0 0

0 lL2/-8l.#° 0

0 0 1Q.06 a*

2073/"82o3°
—

8066j — 8I4.0I9 3070/l00e5°

6o35/-83o3°
• .......

6 , 3 2 7 7 °
■ l

8o6l/l00o3°

Bus & Mesh Fault Current Matrix

\Bus
Branches.

1

2

V = 3

k

5

Bus NOc 
2 3

17.51/90° 7©63/101©8° l8®6l/lOO«30
'

6.35/-83,f 6©52/-85* 77° 10„13/“90°

2©73/~82o3° 5©U6/l02©25 3©7o/l00o5°

3©62/95 2,17/-79oU h©9^/“79o5£>

2 ©73/~82.3° 8e66/~81i.ol9 3.7o/lOO©5°

01

03

12

13

23

Branch No«

Branch F a u lt Current M atrix



SAMPLE CALCULATIONS USING THE NODE METHOD BT MATRIX ALGEBRA 

1° Calculation of the Fault Impedance Matrix

BusBranch

Node Connection Matrix

BranchBus
01 23

Ct

Transpose o f  C onnection M atrix



XX

Branch
Bus

C 

03

y = 12 

13 

23

01 03 12 13 23
0 -j17o350 0 0 ; 0 0 I

0 0 -jlOoOOO 0 0 0

0 0 3»520-j9JD0 0 \ 0

0
-

0 0 2,9W-A7W 0

0 0 0 9.0]5-j23»0#

Branch Admittance Matrix

Branch, ■ 
Bus oi

0 .

c+. °ys

02 12 13 23

0-jl7o35 r0-jl0,00 0 0 0

0-17,35 0 3o52-j9»10 2o9U-j8s7U 0

0
'

0 3o520~j9»10 0 9=015-j23«05

0 O-jlOoOO 0 2,9UO-d8o7U 9̂ 015” j 23=05



X  Bus'Bus x ^  0 1 2
xii

3
0 0 =j27o35 0 -jl7,35 0 o -310.00

1 .o y o Q a 0 -j27o35 6oii6-j35ol9 3.52-39.10 2.94-38.7b

2 0 3,52-j9.10 12.535 
-3 32‘,15

9.015
-323.05

; 3 - O-jlOoOO
-1
2.9W8.7k 9.0i5 

-323.05 '
11.955
-341.79

Reversing sign of off-diagonal 
terms and striking out row and

NBus Bus X^
column of Bus "0"s 
1 2 3

i .6.46-335.19 -3.52
+39.10.

=2.94
+38.74

Y 2 Self & Mutual =
-3.52
+39,10

12.535
-332.15

-9.015
+323.05

3 -2.94+38.74 -9.015
+323.05

11.955
-341.79

Self and Mutual Admittance Matrix

1 = 1,

1

2

3

889/213,6°. 651/218,2° 558/221.1°.

651/218.2° 1475/205.8° 975/212.5°

558/221.10 975/212.50 1120/209.3°



XXXI

/ \  “ 2S10 125 o 6° x 10^ Determinant

r•1 1 • 1
A m

X 1 2 3
1 O0l*23/8&0° o0309/92*2° .0266/95^

I”1 = n 2 —Fault o0309/92e2ti .0703/80.2° oOb6hfQ6o9

3 o0266/95o5° oOkSkj86.9" oO^U/s^T0

Fault Impedance Matrix



X1T
MODE METHOD BY ITERATION PROCESS

Using the values of self and mutual admittances of the sample 
system as calculated by the node method (matrix algebra) 9 the cal- 

, culation of fault impedances is obtained by iterating around the 
network applying equations &  and S' of iterative methods 

nKa) E£ ■- loO s Zgx /v w

KK
/V Pu

.1 KK
Where s K = 15 2 & 3

j = 0, 1, 2, & 3

ITERATION #1 @ Bus #1

Initially all Ej ~ (O') 
Reference Bus Voltage (Eq) 
always =■ zero

h i  “ lo° " Ŷ10E0 + Y12E2 * Y13E3̂
Ln

-n

h i

h.2

h.2

Since E0 = Eg = E^ = 01.0 - 0 
Y11
1.0 

3^.8/-79.6°

"(Y20E0 + Y21E1 + Y23E13̂  “ ” Y21E13

.0279/79.6°

22 . 22

=(9.71/111,2°) (.028 / 79°$ = .00792 /79,50 
3 L ^ /-68.7°



XT

ITERATION #1 @ Bus #1 (CONT'D)

213 = ~ (Y30E00 + T 31E11 + Y32E12̂
I33

-13 “ ~ T̂31EH  + Y32E12̂
y33;

(9.22/108.61 (o02dt&J) + (2lu75/lllo35°) (,00792/79,3°)= oOlO^foofi



ITERATION TABLE

Iter % E2 •: ■ e3 €l± : e3. .
ationNo. ,;Ei El- 4 E2 4 3 \&\ . 6i 1C[ rfea 1je;l
Stiial
Estimate 0 0 0 0 0 0

A ;

1 .001*91 .02750 .00131 .00781 .500113 .01038 e00l*91 ©02750 .00X31 :.00781 .00113 :,01038
2 eool*5i .03220 .00213 *01651* =00100 .0161*3 «000l*0 *001*70 *00082 :.00873 1.00013 .00605
3 ,.001*1*6 .03627 .0021*2 ;.02208 .00080 .0201*6 .00005 0001*07 .00029 ,0055k :.00020 : .001*03
h .00388 .03879 .00167 .02566 .00001* .02305 .00058 •00252 *00075 .00358 :.00076 :.00259
5 .00321 .01*029 .00092 .02795 -.00031 .021*1*9 ,00067 ©00150 .00075 -.00229 , .00027 : .0011*1*
6 .00272 .OljDiT .0001*8 .02931 -.00116 .025U9 .0001*9 000112 .0001*1* .00136 : .00085 ;eooioo
7 / .00231 .01*181* “.00018 .03OII* -.00171 .02609 .0001*1 00001*3 .00030 .00083 : .00055 j.00060
8 .00191* .01*209 “.00068 .03063 -.00203 .02625 .00037 000025 .00050 .0001*9 :.00032 ,00016
9 .00169 .01*216 “.00098 .03079 -.00219 .02633 .00025 600007 .00030 .00016 .00016 .00008



COMPARISONS OF RESULTS FOR THE CALCULATION OF FAULT IMPEDANCES
(3"0 Fault at Bus 1 only)

1) Mesh method by matrix algebra

BusBus X %
=■ 1 |c0h2l/87e9o 1,0309/93.7° Lo267/9h96°

3) ■ Node method by matrix algebra

X  BusBus 1 2 3
%(!)“ 1 ^0^23/88,00 |,0309/92,20 |^266/95o5° I

Z '
3) Node method by Iteration Process

'? • ■ ' xD \  Bus •Bus X  1 2 3
&(1) * 1 #22/87,7° |=0308/9I080 0O263/9U080 j
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